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CONFERENCE ON GREY LITERATURE AND 
REPOSITORIES
• Development of the 
conference
• Analyses of conference 
materials and keywords
CONFERENCE DEVELOPMENT
• 2008 - 2016 = 9 series
• 2008 - 2011 part of 
project
• 2008 and 2009 in Brno
• from 2010 in Prague
• and conference 
proceedings in English
Years Program 
commitee
Interpre-
tation
Review
2 008 No No No
2 009 No No No
2 010 No No No
2 011 No No No
2 012 No No No
2 013 Yes No No
2 014 Yes Yes Yes
2 015 Yes Yes Yes
2 016 Yes Yes Yes
CONFERENCE DESIGN
Presentations are in Czech and English
Providing Access to the Research Results 
Panel discussions
Publishing grey literature
Blue - personal presentation at the conference
Green - paper in conference proceedings
Yelow - slides presentaion
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Conference outputs
CONFERENCE OUTPUTS IN DIGITAL 
REPOSITORY
• What is a record in 
repository?
• Why we do not have 
record for every 
presentation?
• 89 speakers
• 77 records
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Blue - personal presentation
Green - record in repository
KEYWORDS ANALYSES
• 211 keywords before merging and deleting
• What the merging means?
• same meaning, but different form, for example “thesis"
• singular and plural
• uppercase and lowercase letters
• typos
• abbreviations and full names
• names of organizations were deleted
• retained were the names of information systems, digital repositories, file 
formats etc.
160 keywords from 77 records 
CORE KEYWORDS
• 118 keywords have only 
one occurrence/use
• 42 keywords have more 
than one occurrence/use
grey literature 48
digital libraries 35
digital repository 17
National Repository of Grey Literature 11
scholarly communication 10
user interface 10
copyright 9
projects 9
research 9
research data 8
electronic sources 7
information retrieval 7
open access 7
Invenio 6
software 6
open source software 5
STORAGE AND PRESENTING SOLUTIONS
• digital libraries
• digital repositories
• user interface
• Invenio
• software
• open sources software
• software development
• long term preservation
• data security
• Data Seal of Approval
COPYRIGHT ISSUES
• Copyright
• licenses
• public licenses
• Creative Commons
• Open Data Commons
• intellectual property law
• labor law
• legal liability
• judicial decision
SHARING RESEARCH
• scholarly communication
• research
• research data
• eletronic resouces
• information retrieval
• open access
• enhanced publications
• research informations
• research publications
• research institutions
Questions?
